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ABSTRACT

The directive of this paper concerns analyzing the effect of a change to a negative
interest rate environment primarily in the countries of Switzerland and Japan with the
countries of the United Kingdom and United States presented as a base. My topic
encompasses analyzing the factors in each economy that make negative interests rates
possible and viable. This is a topic that is particularly interesting to me as both a Finance
Major and Economics Minor. Originally, during the time of my gateway application, I
had contemplated one question: Why are negative interest rates emerging in our markets
today for the first time in history? I had remembered readings outlining economic
principles from men the likes of Keynes establishing a “Zero-Bound” on interest rates,
"Like other academic economists, I [Keynes] treated his [Gesell's] profoundly original
strivings (referring to his notes on negative interest rates) as being no better than those of
a crank." These men asserted that passing a zero-bound would ultimately result in a
phenomenon called a liquidity trap. Like it sounds, when hitting the threshold of a
liquidity trap, an economy would experience such high inflation that the economy would
cease to operate properly. My original question is: what changed in our world economies
that it allowed specific countries to bypass these age-old rules of operation?
As it turns out, it is exceedingly hard to determine at just what level an economy
would hit this trap and cease to exist. What we can do, however, is to examine the factors
that allowed a negative interest rate environment to exist and see what common factors
there are between economies. Additionally, we can examine the cross from a time period
of positive interest rates into negative interest rates and find out from an investor’s
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perspective why and how an institution would decide to invest in negative interest rate
bonds and the effect that this change has had on bond correlations.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
The world of interbank lending has been turned on its head by the quantitative
easing of major economies as currency fluctuations are heavily affected by interest rate
movement (Perold 2012). In the wake of such economic decisions, countries including
Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland and Japan have adopted negative interest rates.
Profitability has been affected as it costs money to deposit funds in the European Central
Bank through a negative deposit rate. A break of the zero bound of nominal interest rates
was once feared but now shown to result in positive economic externalities. The zero
bound, as most economists see as a constraint, can indeed work more as a competitive
equilibrium (Bassetto, 2004). The problem that occurs when hitting the zero bound is the
probable result of a liquidity trap or a spiraling period of inflation. Svensson (2001)
devised a ‘fool proof way for escaping from al liquidity trap’ by devaluating the
exchange rate, thereby stimulating demand and inflation respectively. What can be
discerned are the effects of negative inflation rates.
Even the great John Maynard Keynes wrote, "Like other academic economists, I
treated [Gesell's] profoundly original strivings (referring to his notes on negative interest
rates) as being no better than those of a crank." However, an essential tax of holding
money has been proven to possibly leave a positive effect on the economy: Various
strands of research suggest that a moderate tax on money may be efficiency enhancing (in
the absence of inflation). See Menner (2012). Essentially, negative interest rates are used
solely to boost consumer spending and economic liquidity. As the economies of
Switzerland and Japan transitioned into a negative interest rate territory, it can be
observed that these economies - whose bond bid yield correlations showed little to no
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correlation previously – became mostly correlated relative to peers while losing almost
all previously held correlation to other International bonds.
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Chapter 2 - Case Study: Negative Swiss Rates
On December 18th, 2014, the Swiss Central Bank announced that they would be
pursuing a change in their interest rate policy. Beginning on January 22nd, 2015, the
Swiss National Bank charged banks .25 percent to deposit overnight funds. This change
to overnight loans created an environment where three-month Swiss franc Libor Rates,
which were previously between 0 percent and 0.25 percent, were sent into a negative
territory for the first time. Across the non-Eurozone countries, Switzerland and Sweden
have hard stances on negative interest rates. Being the first countries to do so, they were
criticized for having a “war on cash” (Business Insider).
We see two different situations developing, the “cash-loving Swiss” and the
“cash-free Swedes” (Business Insider.) In one situation, the Swiss have held a -.75%
interest rate on deposits into the Swiss National Bank. The key measure here is to
intervene in the currency markets in order to “weaken the franc which remained
significantly overvalued” (Revill WSJ). The Swiss National Bank (SNB) officials have
been quoted: Against this background, the negative interest rate and the SNB’s
willingness to intervene in the Forex Market serve to ease pressure on the franc.
Economist at J. Safra Sarasin, Ursina Kubli noted that these negative rates “are painful
for banks and the pensions system.” It was noted that the negative interest rates are not
standard across the board (retail depositors), but if this rate persists “commercial banks
will come under to pass the costs along to customers” (Revill WSJ). As a result, the
Swiss 50-year government bond was pushed into negative territory at a rate of -.029%
(Hayes). Bottom-line is “Massive inflows of foreign capital in a flight to safety are
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depressing yields on bonds, even as investors stand to lose as they pay negative interest
payments. This could suggest that confidence about global economic growth and inflation
are to remain subdued for years to come” (Hayes).
In order to understand the effects of a market event in Switzerland we must build
the narrative surrounding these decisions. The objective in Switzerland was to lower the
purchasing power of the franc relative to its peers. The most important factor surrounding
these events was that Switzerland is not a member of the Eurozone. It has been shown in
the past that the Swiss Franc’s value can be entirely dependent on the value of the Euro
itself. During the 1990s’ the Eurozone was under attack largely due to questions of how it
should operate economically. According to Samuel Reynard in his paper “What Drives
the Swiss Franc,” during the 1990’s “the apparent strong Swiss franc seems to have been
due to weak (undervalued) European currencies rather than an overvaluation of the Swiss
franc itself.” This is a pattern that would repeat itself in the 2000’s. As the Eurozone fell
into the financial crises which would ultimately push the ECB to begin Quantitative
Easing in 2015, the SNB was forced to respond accordingly.
For years following the financial crises the SNB adopted a cap. This cap would
prevent the Swiss Franc of appreciating anywhere past a point of 1.2 Francs to Euros. It
was not until January 2015 that the SNB shocked the world when they dismantled their
three-year policy of the CHB (Swiss Franc)/Euro cap.
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Figure 1. Franc/Euro Exchange Rate

In one day, the Swiss Franc appreciated 30% until it would reach parity with the Euro.
“The decision has been a surprise for markets -- you can’t do it in any other way,” SNB
President Thomas Jordan told reporters in Zurich. “We came to conclusion that it’s not a
sustainable policy” (Bloomberg).

Figure 2. Switzerland Government Bond 10Y
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Instead of the cap, Switzerland would move into a negative interest rate policy. Instantly
the Swiss 10Y Government Bond was put into a place it had never gone before. Most
surprising is the rate in which the bond would continue to bounce into and out of a
positive range for the months following the negative interest rate change.

Figure 3. Switzerland Interest Rate

This brief several month period of fluctuation between positive and negative yield is not
observed in the other countries examined in this paper.
So with the cross over to a negative yield, who would want to buy a bond in
which you essentially need to pay to hold? The most basic answer to this question lies
within real returns and viable alternatives. Carl-Heinrich Kehr, principal at Mercer
Germany, said from a non-domestic point of view, investors “should not completely exit
government bonds from safe issuers” given the volatility in equities and possible setbacks
in corporate bonds. Simply put, alternatives to the historically “safe-haven” asset of a
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Swiss bond are almost so volatile that in the long-run an investor should still continue
buying these types of bonds.
Additionally, Eric Breval, chief executive at the Swiss Federal Social Security
Fund (AHV) pointed out they also reflected an “expected deflation” as bond investors
were always looking at real returns. Investors could expect a period of deflation in the
economy and money tomorrow would be worth more than it is today. In turn, when a
bond returns X amount of Swiss Francs once exercised, even if those Swiss Francs are
less in quantity of the original amount, the Swiss Francs as a whole may be worth more in
purchasing power than at the time of the original investment. In this scenario we see a
viable alternative to investing European equities. In fact, within the one-year period of
April 2014 to April 2015 (a few months after the negative rates were realized) Lukas
Riesen, a partner of Swiss consultancy PPCmetrics noted that consumer prices in
Switzerland had actually dropped by .9% - a number consistent with expected deflation.
This meant if investors believe in deflation over the long-term, “the expected real yield of
this government bond paradoxically is still positive” (Riesen). One could expect as an
investor then that an increase in investment into alternatives may be worth noting.
Overall, The Swiss Federal Treasury said it sold 232.501 million Swiss francs
($242 million) of bonds maturing in July 2025 at a yield of -0.055 percent. The bonds
carry a 1.5 percent interest rate (Reuters). In terms of bond maturity, Switzerland was the
first country in the world to issue a negative 10Y bond. Compared to Switzerland’s peer,
Japan’s use of negative interest rates kept negative yields within the confinement of 2Y
bonds and have extended past the 10Y into a 15Y
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Chapter 3 - Case Study: Negative Japanese Rates
As with the case made in Switzerland, Japanese interest rates saw a steep decline
into negative territory. This change occurred in January of 2016, a year after Swiss rates

Figure 4. Swiss and Japanese Interest Rates

became negative. Like Switzerland, the Bank of Japan issued negative rates in the hope
that depositors would favor putting their cash to use instead of paying to hold cash in
their central banks – to combat spiraling deflation. The Bank of Japan charges
commercial banks a fee of .1 percent on the reserves that they deposit within the central
bank.
The Bank of Japans primary directive regards its control of consumer prices.
Much like Switzerland, Japan’s economy has found problems with its deflation. The
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Consumer Price Index has been largely stagnant in Japan since around 1992 – driven by
the deflationary aspects of their currency. Consumer Price Index even shows a decline for
much of the mid-2000’s – a worrying sign for a looming deflationary spiral.
It has been four years since Haruhiko Kuroda, the Governor of the Bank of Japan,
put into action his version of quantitative easing. Dubbed quantitative and qualitative
easing, or QQE, Kuroda’s goal was a level of 2% inflation within two years of the start of
the program (WSJ, Shirai). Like quantitative easing in the United States and Europe, the
program aimed to make purchases of Japanese-government bonds, exchange-traded
funds, and real estate investment trusts. The expansion of the monetary base grew to an
overall level of ¥80 trillion ($702.76 billion) by October of 2014. To put this number into
perspective, the Bank of Japan’s total assets reached a level of ~90 percent of their gross
domestic product.

Figure 5. Japan CPI

Once negative interest rates were established in January of 2016, the BOJ
established a yield curve control in September of 2016. The yield curve control works as
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a way to steepen the 10Y yield curve. Naturally, the yield curve, which is simply the
relationship between yields across different maturities on fixed-rate debt from the
Japanese government, should reflect higher yields as maturities grow in term. During the
summer of 2016, the 10Y yields were experiencing a flattening effect. At this time, yields
on the 10Y seem to have recovered from their negative valuation, represented as the
yellow line in figure 6. With 10Y bond yields back in a positive territory, future inflation
is promoted within the economy. For example, banks considering lending money can
now borrow at short-term yields and expect to lend out this money at higher long-term
yields which are established based on government yield. Originally, with the
establishment of negative interest rates without the pairing of yield curve control, “bank

Figure 6. Swiss and Japanese 10Y Bid Prices

margins got squeezed, their profits dropped, and shares slumped” (Bloomberg,
Reynolds). In order to promote a steeper yield curve, the BOJ cut long term bond buying
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Figure 7. Swiss and Japanese Inflation Rates

so as to put downward pressure on prices and upward pressure on yields. Yield curve
control is a strategy that has been employed by other central banks in the past, in 2011
and 2012, the U.S. Federal Reserve spent ~$667 Billion on what was dubbed “Operation
Twist.” This strategy incorporated swapping short-term treasury securities for long-term
government debt. Effectively, the Fed was able to flatten the U.S. yield curve – a strategy
with a goal opposite of present day BOJ. Additionally, the Fed had targeted yield curves
previous to Operation Twist by capping the yield on long-term government bonds during
World War II. Again, the Fed’s actions resulted in flattened yields and increased
financing for the war effort.
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Effectiveness of Japanese Monetary Policy
QQE does not seem to be operating in line with Governor Kuroda’s initial
estimates as Japan’s inflation remains at a level close to 0 percent. With a target of 2
percent inflation by 2018, Kuroda’s goals seem, to many analysts, as unlikely at this
current time. Japans policy of bond buying appears to be at odds with the policy of
negative interest rates: “Japan’s commercial banks hold these (government) bonds to fill
the gap between retail deposits and loans. When rates are negative, the banks won’t sell,
instead preferring to hold the bonds until maturity” (WSJ, Shirai). Ms. Shirai, who was a
former member of the Bank of Japan’s policy board, proposes either a decrease in the
bond buying program to a level of ¥60 trillion to ¥70 trillion annually or an overall raise
in the interest rate to a new level of 0 to .5 percent. Overall, the target level of 2%

Figure 8. Japanese Monetary Base

inflation continually seems to be unlikely. In a discussion paper released by the Asian
Development Bank, Dean Naoyuki Yoshino argues that the Bank of Japan will
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continually miss their 2 percent inflation target due to lower oil prices. Yoshino argues
that as oil prices dropped from $100 per barrel in June 2014 to a level below $30 per
barrel in February 2016, the BOJ should have lowered their inflation estimates. Japan
imported over $80 billion worth of petroleum in 2015, accounting for 23 percent of total
Japanese imports. As oil price levels drop, the general price levels as well as the spending
level in Japan are affected.
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Data Collection: Additional Graphs

Figure 9. Swiss 2Y Yield vs. Swiss 10Y Yield

Figure 10. UK 2Y vs UK 10Y Yield
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Figure 11. UK 10Y Yield vs. Swiss 10Y Yield

Figure 12. Swiss and UK Interest Rates
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The United Kingdom is included as a steadier base with a less aggressive form of
monetary policy. First we begin with examining Switzerland bond price regressions for
the past 5 years. Most notable is the tumultuous year of 2014 when investors switched to
pricing in a negative interest rate into the 10Y bond (previously the 2Y was the only bond
to go negative). Both bonds would be hit with a huge drop in bid yield as a result of a fall
into deep negative interest rate territory; a phenomenon that is intuitive to a market with
positive interest rates. Bid yields for the 2Y bond were first to go negative most likely
due to short term speculation. Once the interest rates in Switzerland went negative, the
10Y bid yield was finally priced into the negative. We will then compare this to the base
case presented by the regression of bid yields of the United Kingdom.
The UK saw a decrease in interest rates in mid-2016. While the 10Y bond bid
yield was held relatively unchanged (dropping by .30) the 2Y dropped from .5 to a
staggering .09 within a few days. Unlike the Swiss economy that seemed to price in the
negative interest rates both before and after the actual move by the central bank, the UK’s
10Y seems relatively stable.
One conclusion that can be made is that investors are fearful of locking
themselves into a long term bond that has fallen into a negative interest rate; so fearful, in
fact, that bid yields continued to trend downward for three years as investors feared more
movement into the negative. Most surprising is the fact that the Swiss 10Y bid yield
bounced into a positive territory in the months following the negative rate drop. This does
not seem to last long however, as the bond continues to plummet back into negative
territory for the following two years. A result of this observation suggests that it is not
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always fair to think that no one should buy a longer duration bond even when interest
rates go negative.
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Data Analysis: Correlation
In this section correlation variables will be examined. I wanted to see if
correlation variables would be effected by interest rate policy. To begin, I retrieved bond
prices through the use of a Bloomberg Terminal. The following yields were retrieved: US
Generic Government 10 Year Yield (USGG10YR:IND), Switzerland Government Bonds
10 Year Note Generic Bid Yield (GSWISS10:IND), Japan Generic Government 10Y
Yield (GJGB10:IND), and UK Government Bonds 10 Year Note Generic Bid Yield
(GUKG10:IND). To account for the dates not matching up due to different trading days
within each government, I sorted the data by date and removed days in which not all
indices were being tracked.
Once returns were calculated, data was reorganized into three different categories.
The first category included all data available, the second included only dates before any
negative interest rate changes were made (up to December 2014), and the final category
included only data determined to be after all negative interest rate changes were
employed (after February 1st, 2016). The three correlation matrices that follow were
calculated from the data.

Table 1. Overall Correlations Over Last 5 Year Period

Overall Correlations Over Last 5 Year Period
Returns Swiss Returns Japanese Returns UK Returns US
Returns Swiss
1
0.004038555 0.02952079 0.040149
Returns Japanese
0.004038555
1 0.053579701 -0.00283
Returns UK
0.02952079
0.053579701
1 0.621648
Returns US
0.040149366
-0.002833582 0.621648075
1
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Table 2. Date-Adjusted Correlations Before Interest Rate Changes

Date-Adjusted Correlations Before Interest Rate Changes
Swiss Returns Japanese Returns UK Returns US Returns
Swiss Returns
1
0.184816118 0.660840419 0.4721253
Japanese Returns
0.184816118
1 0.138157657 0.11727896
UK Returns
0.660840419
0.138157657
1 0.62368631
US Returns
0.472125302
0.117278961 0.623686308
1

Table 3. Date-Adjusted Correlations After Interest Rate Changes

Date-Adjusted Correlations After Interest Rate Changes
Returns Swiss Returns Japanese
Returns Swiss
1
-0.004878109
Returns Japanese
-0.004878109
1
Returns UK
-0.204760735
0.064586988
Returns US
-0.076575543
-0.019739392

Returns UK
-0.20476074
0.064586988
1
0.671625613

Returns US
-0.0765755
-0.0197394
0.67162561
1

The highlighted areas represent where the highest correlation can be observed.
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Table 4. Visual Returns for the Period 2017

Date
Returns Swiss
Returns Japanese Returns UK
3/24/2017
1.285714286
0.140350877
-0.026851098
3/23/2017
-0.611111111
-0.06557377
0.045068027
3/22/2017
5
-0.075757576
-0.061452514
3/21/2017
-0.5
-0.12
0.015397083
3/17/2017
0.444444444
0
-0.004003203
3/16/2017
-0.526315789
-0.226804124
0.031379026
3/15/2017
-2.461538462
0
-0.010620915
3/14/2017
-0.675
0.077777778
-0.018444266
3/13/2017
-0.310344828
0.011235955
0.012997563
3/10/2017
-5.833333333
-0.072916667
0.004897959
3/9/2017
-0.848101266
0.2
0.005747126
3/8/2017
-0.324786325
0.052631579
0.020955574
3/7/2017
0.00862069
0.027027027
-0.016488046
3/6/2017
-0.041322314
-0.051282051
0.023628692
3/3/2017
-0.308571429
0.130434783
-0.022277228
3/2/2017
-0.116161616
0.061538462
0.015075377
3/1/2017
-0.131578947
0.160714286
0.037358818
2/28/2017
0.101449275
0.037037037
0.000869565
2/27/2017
-0.023584906
-0.205882353
0.066790353
2/24/2017
0.152173913
-0.19047619
-0.065857886
2/23/2017
0.268965517
0.012048193
-0.040731505
2/22/2017
0.25
-0.126315789
-0.026699029
2/21/2017
-0.086614173
-0.068627451
0.006514658
2/17/2017
0.308510638
-0.050505051
-0.038125496
2/16/2017
0.287671233
0.087912088
-0.029298381
2/15/2017
-0.013513514
-0.071428571
-0.009923664
2/14/2017
-0.252525253
0.053763441
0.013147718
2/13/2017
0
0.010869565
0.029458599
2/10/2017
-0.168067227
-0.070707071
0.008025682
2/9/2017
-0.008333333
0.010204082
0.028052805
2/8/2017
0.6
-0.092592593
-0.05973623
2/7/2017
-0.085365854
0.018867925
-0.02126044
2/6/2017
0.438596491
0.06
-0.025887574
2/3/2017
0.461538462
-0.137931034
-0.02241504
2/2/2017
0.625
0.183673469
-0.045548654
2/1/2017
-0.606557377
0.126436782
0.022582922

Returns US
-0.0029346
0.0059875
-0.0051706
-0.017556
-0.0156287
0.018933
-0.0412276
-0.0097494
0.0199262
-0.0118221
0.0178146
0.0166011
0.0072809
0.0087571
4.036E-05
0.0103156
0.0262354
0.0105285
0.0230566
-0.0254216
-0.0169506
-0.0066282
0.0059221
-0.0130788
-0.0186507
0.0094745
0.0139585
0.011839
0.0052196
0.0250396
-0.0237349
-0.0060639
-0.0231662
-0.0035978
0.0015385
0.0068485
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Conclusion
Previous to monetary policy changes, Swiss government bond yields were mostly
correlated with UK bond yields, this is also the highest correlation out of any of the other
relationships. As follows, the Japanese returns were very correlated with both the Swiss
and UK returns, and finally the US returns were extremely correlated with UK returns. A
shift can be observed after interest rate changes were made. Interestingly, Swiss returns,
which had been extremely correlated with UK returns in the past, are now mostly
correlated with Japanese returns. It is worth noting that all correlations with Swiss
government bond yields have become negative, if only slightly. Japanese returns, which
had been mostly correlated with Swiss returns in the past surprisingly switched to
become mostly correlated to UK returns, which hold to be the only positive returns
observed. Overall, it seems that by adopting a negative interest rate strategy, both
Japanese and Swiss bonds seem to have lost almost all correlation with either each other
or the base countries presented.
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